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Abstract
The rapid development of internet, cloud computing and sensor networks lead to develop and
deploy the Internet of Things (IoT) which is a hot topic for the researchers. It has started to be
used in various areas. Thus, agriculture is one of the most popular IoT research area. In agriculture
environment, farming platform area is being a huge open structure and farmers must protect the
crops from extreme weather conditions namely; wind speed/direction, precipitation, air temperature, solar radiations, and relative humidity etc. These extreme weather conditions effect crops and
farms very significantly. But with the benefits of Internet of Things technologies, an agriculture
business become more easy and efficient despite extreme weather conditions. This paper provides
a model of smart agriculture environment using neural networks that helps the farmers to make
more accurate predictions for the future according to weather conditions. This paper proposed
a time-delay radial basis function (TDRBF) network approach to model temporal and sequential
relationship between the various weather condition sensor readings from the agricultural environment. The performance of the acquired network model was analysed statistically and presented in
this paper. As a result, the results of the neural network model show that it could be used to predict
the desired weather condition sensor readings beforehand in order to increase the productivity in
agricultural environment and also it is possible that by using such an intelligent learning system
could provide a life-long learning for the changing weather conditions in the farming area over the
years.
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Introduction

Due to the improvement of the internet technology, many technologies came to our daily life
such as Cloud Computing, Green Computing and Internet of Things (IoT) etc. IoT is the most
popular technology due to its wide range of applications. The terminology of IoT was proposed
in 1999 by Kevin Ashton as an interconnected devices [1]. As a definition, IoT is the network of
physical devices that enables these devices to collect and exchange data. IoT has two important
parts as a hardware and software. Hardware can be any object such as vehicles, furniture, building,
home appliance with an embedded sensors. Software is the framework that creates connection with
devices to identify and communicate each other [21]. With this unlimited connectivity as well as
capacity, IoT has a lot of application areas. Thus, agriculture is one of the application areas too.
Agriculture is the backbone of business sector for every country. In addition, agriculture is the basis
for the human being as it is the main source of food and it plays important role in the growth of
countries economy. The changing of natural factors such as climate, temperature, rain etc. affect all
aspects of agriculture and creating many new problems all around the world [15]. The usage of IoT
technology can be improved by the efficiency of overall agriculture business. Hence, this helps farmers
to control unpredictable environmental factors to minimize the effects on the production cycle [27].
In order to maximize the production efficiency and the quality of the services (QoS) for agriculture
environment, the environmental variables need to be constantly checked. Hence, there should be
methods that able to change and/or adapt them according to the changing variables. The process of
IoT applications can be realised with the combination of sensors, localization technology, processing
platforms, wireless connectivity and low power devices integrated in small packages, which can be used
to measure the environment variables to create an IoT agriculture system [24]. According to Gartner,
approximately 25 billion identifiable devices are expected to be a part of this IoT technology by year
2020. Thus, agriculture can be a vast area to IoT with distributed autonomous sensors to monitor
environmental condition of grain stores and to analyse data and exchange the information [28]. In
agriculture, it is important to know the behaviour of the weather in advance, therefore, farmers are
able to harvest the crops before they suffer from the bad weather conditions. In order to estimate these
conditions, artificial neural network is such a powerful tool to model the non-linear weather data. In
this paper, a Time-Delay Radial Basis Function (TDRBF) network [5] is proposed for predicting the
future expected weather sensor readings. This network uses time-delay inputs, so that, it is capable
of learning the relationship between the past and future weather sensory readings. The aim of this
paper is to implement IoT technology in agriculture to analyse the unpredictable environment factors
and help farmers to increase productivity. The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains
the researches done in the past, Section 3.1 describes the experimental setup of the agricultural
environment, Section 3 presents the overview of the proposed system for agriculture. In Section 4, a
neural network approach and its learning algorithm used in this study is demonstrated and afterwards
the experimental results of the proposed system using real world data is given in the Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 points out some conclusion and suggests related future work.

2

Literature review

Agriculture is an important sector in any country and it plays a crucial role for economic growth [2].
Hence, because of this reason, agriculture environments should be supported with latest technology
to get much more benefit. In literature, different technologies have been used by the researchers
depending on these benefits. The authors in [25] proposed a polyhouse monitoring system with
wireless sensor network (WSN). The proposed system measures the temperature, humidity, carbon
dioxide level and detection light level of the polyhouse. On the other hand, the authors designed
small greenhouse model in lab environment and used smart system in this greenhouse model as a
smart solution to help farmers in [16]. The research study implemented in [22] used IoT and Cloud
computing to monitor the crop production based on temperature and rainfall. Another research model
proposed for real time monitoring the soil depends on temperature, moisture, pH. and implemented
decision support system for crop disease identification by using an image analysis based on SMS alert
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[20]. In another study, authors presented an empirical model with the combination of IoT and Cloud
computing [9]. This approach promotes the fast improvement of agriculture and helps to realise smart
solution for agriculture. With these improvement and solutions, researchers try to solve problems
efficiently related to farmers [26]. On the other hand, the authors designed and implemented IoT
based monitoring system with graphical user interface visualisation software for crop environment in
[18]. The aim was to improve the agricultural forecast. Another management system was proposed
in [23] as a smart cloud-controlled irrigation management system. The authors used sensors and
actuators for monitoring water of the plants and cloud-based framework hosts a whether forecast [3].
In another research study, authors used IoT technology and image processing together to determine
the environmental factors. This will help farms to protect farm field and get a better production [14].
The authors in [17] proposed a SmartFarm platform. The platform contains many technologies such
as weather prediction, satellite imagery, soil and water monitoring. The main aim of this platform
was to collect data effectively and efficiently. However, none of the models above have not considered
neural network models to predict desired output considering the different weather conditions. Hence,
in this paper, such an intelligent system is proposed and presented. The proposed model results are
promising and explained in the following sections.

3

The proposed model and methodology

In this section, the proposed model and methodology are presented using neural networks in
agricultural environment. A TDRBF network approach is used to model temporal and sequential
relationship between the various weather condition sensors readings from the agricultural environment.

3.1

Experimental setup

The data used in this paper are taken from the North Wyke Farm data portal where they are made
publicly available [8, 10, 11]. The Farm Platform provides three farming systems in farmlets and each
consisting of five component catchments. Each farmlet is managed using alternative approaches to
livestock production from grassland and measurements on water, air and soil are also recorded. Most
of the data obtained have been received in every 15 minute in this platform. Please note that we
have used only MET Station data for whole of Farm Platform for 2017 and 2018. The Farm Platform
provides meteorological stations for whole system, soil and precipitation for each catchment as well as
water flow and properties for each catchment. In other words, many parameters (data) are collected
for usage. However, precipitation p(t), air temperature at(t), relative humidity rh(t), wind speed
ws(t), wind direction wd(t) and solar radiation sr(t) have been used in this paper for analysis. Hence,
the sample data used for analysis in this paper is given in Figure 1. Various sensors were allocated at
the farming area in order to obtain data. However, please note that for the meteorology station data,
it is not necessary to select a catchment from the map since the collected data is for global evaluation.
The detailed information on the Farm Platform data collections and guides to their use can be found
in [8, 10, 11].

3.2

The proposed model

In this section, the proposed model and methodology used are explained using neural networks.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed system for the farm model.
Before the data was presented to the acquired model of farm, each sensory data was pre-analysed
individually and the result showed that the sampling rate from the sensors was found very high. This
is very important because modelling the farm parameters requires to use of relevant information from
the data streaming in each time, otherwise, it is possible that the model receives same information
in each consecutive time as a result of the model might fail to predict expected future values of the
required farm parameters. To analyse sensory data, autocorrelation test [13] was applied separately
for each sensor. Briefly, the sampling rate could be selected when autocorrelation between x(t) and
x(t + τ ) has fallen below e−1 .
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Figure 1: Sample data from real-time streaming at the North Wyke Farm platform [11]
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Figure 2: The proposed framework for the model of farm.

Figure 3: Autocorrelation results for the precipitation sensor where the lag equal to 5 at which has
fallen below e−1 .
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Due to use of all sensors data at the same time as each an input to the farm model, the minimum
lagged sensor data was selected as the down-sampling rate of all the sensors. The result of this analysis
was given in Figure 3 where the precipitation data was found that the relevant data was received in
every five time-steps. Consequently, the sensors data were down-sampled by taking the average of the
every five consecutive streamed data so that the sampling rate became 75 minute after down-sampling
process.
Afterwards, the down-sampled data was presented to a TDRBF network. Figure 4 shows the inputs
and output configuration of the TDRBF network for this experiment. Various sensors were allocated
at the farming area, these are precipitation p(t), air temperature at(t), relative humidity rh(t), wind
speed ws(t), wind direction wd(t) and solar radiation sr(t) sensors as clearly seen in the Figure 4.
The data from these sensors were sampled every 15 minute. The network receives six inputs which are
the data from six sensors and then predicts the expected future value of the relative humidity. Here,
it is important to note that the proposed farm model network predicts 1-week ahead desired relative
humidity sensor values.

TDRBF
Network

Figure 4: Inputs and outputs of the TDRBF network model for predicting the expected future value
of the desired sensor.

4

TDRBF network model

The radial basis function (RBF) network has been commonly used for function approximation and
classification problems [6, 12]. The RBF network consists of two layers; hidden and output layers. A
hidden layer represents a number of nodes often each node is called a kernel which perform a nonlinear transformation. The kernel is usually a Gaussian function which is defined with two specific
parameters; center vector and a width of the function. The inputs of the network are first presented
to the hidden layer, then the output of the network is calculated by simply integrating the weighted
outputs of the normalised hidden nodes linearly. One limitation of using standard RBF network in the
farm experiment is that the network cannot learn the temporal or sequential dependencies in order
to predict the future output of the desired sensor. To overcome this limitation, time delayed inputs
are also added to the inputs of the network so that the network is capable of learn the relationship
between the past sensory data and the future desired sensor. An overview of the TDRBF network is
shown in Figure 5.
The network receives the normalised sensory inputs x(t) : [p(t), at(t), rh(t), ws(t), wd(t), sr(t)] in
the range of [0, 1] at time t. Then, time delayed input vector is constituted by storing the actual input
vector x(t) with nx time-delays:
z(t) = [x(t), x(t − 1), . . . , x(t − nx )] .

(1)

To compute the output of each hidden node, the Euclidean distance d(t) between the time delayed
input vector and the center vector ci of each hidden unit are computed as:
v
u
k
uX
u
di (t) = kz(t) − ci k = t
(zj (t) − ci,j )2 ,
j=1

(2)
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Figure 5: The structure of TDRBF network.
where i is an index of the current hidden node (i = 1, . . . , h, h is the number of hidden nodes),
k = n · (nx + 1) represents the dimensionality of the center vector, here n = 6 indicates the number of
sensory inputs and ci,j is the center from the time delayed input j to the hidden node i.
The output of the hidden nodes a(t) is then calculated using a normalised Gaussian function.
d2 (t)
exp − i 2
2 · σi

ai (di (t), si ) =

!

d2j (t)
exp
−
j=1
2 · σj2

!,

(3)

Ph

where σi is the width of hidden node i.
b (t + 1) for the expected future sensory input value is
Finally, the network-predicted outputs x
calculated by linearly integrating the output of the hidden nodes:
b(t + 1) =
x

h
X

wi · ai ,

(4)

i=0

where wi is the connection weight from hidden node i to the output, w0 indicates the bias term and
a0 = 1.

4.1

Training TDRBF network

Training of the TDRBF network requires two stages of learning. Firstly, center vectors ci (i =
1, 2, . . . , h) of the hidden nodes are trained by using k-means algorithm. After having obtained center vectors, the width of each hidden node σi is computed using the p-nearest neighbours heuristic
approach [4]:
v
1
σi =
p


u
p
u X
u
·t
kci − cj k2 , ∀i 6= j,

(5)

j=1

where cj represents the p-nearest neighbours center vector to the current center vector ci and the
parameter p is set to be 2.
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Afterwards in the second learning stage, the normal equation solution with regularisation is applied
to obtain the weights of the output layer w. Summary of the training algorithm of the TDRBF network
is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Summary of the TDRBF network training.
Input : providing training dataset < Xtrain , ytrain >, validation dataset < Xvalid , yvalid >,
setting the number of hidden nodes h and input time-delays nx .
Output: obtaining the center C, width σ of the hidden nodes and the weights w of the
output layer.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Constituting time lagged inputs Z of all the training data using (1) Train the center
C = k-means(Xtrain , h).
Obtain the width σ of the hidden node using (5).
Compute the distance D of the hidden nodes for the training data using (2).
Compute the activation values A of the training data using (3).
Optimising weights w of the output layer using different regularisation parameter λ:
for i = 1; each λi ; i = i + 1 do
Use normal equation solution and obtain wλi .
b for validation inputs X
Compute network predictions X
valid using (4)
b
Compute the average error Ei = Xvalid − X
end
Select the best network parameters: w=min(Ewλi )

4.2

Parameter selection

There are two important parameters which have to be defined, these are time delay parameter
nx and the number of the hidden nodes h. To predict 1-week ahead value of the relative humidity
sensor, the network requires sufficient number of past input sensory data according to model the future
value of the desired sensor. Therefore, the training parameter nx was set to be 2-weeks of data points
receiving from the sensors in the farming area. To create 2-weeks memory for TDRBF network, simply
nx = 19 × 14 = 266 past data points were used where 1-day data information consists of 19 data points
and 14 represents the number of the day here. More time delayed input data points could be added to
the network but it could cause the network unable to generalise unseen sensory data and also less time
delayed input data outcomes unable to model the temporal or sequential sensory informations [7]. In
this case, the network predicts 19×7 = 133 data points ahead value of the desired sensor which implies
1-week ahead network-prediction. It is also essential to choose the right number of hidden node for
the neural network training. Because selecting a small or a large number of hidden node can lead
underfitting or overfitting problem respectively. Hence to define the parameter h, different number of
hidden node were tested for the network eventually 1500 hidden nodes yielded the best performance
in this case. In the neural network literature, to find the optimal number of hidden nodes, there are
various techniques, however, this is not the purpose of this paper.

5

Experimental results

After the network was trained using 1-year of data from the farming environment, the obtained
farm model was tested using unseen data which were logged from the other year.
The result of the network predictions is shown in Figure 6. It is clearly seen that there is some
small fluctuating between the actual and predicted relative humidity values. This is expected result
because the network predicts future values of the desired sensor instead of nearer expected values.
To assess the quality prediction performance of the network, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was
computed and the correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted values was found to be 0.8
(note that coefficient value 1 indicates perfect matching).
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Figure 6: (a) Actual relative humidity sensor data and the network-predicted values of the sensor.
Total of 5455 data points were tested. For the clarity, only the first 200 test data points are displayed
on the graph. (b) Graph is zoomed to display more detail predicted versus actual sensory readings
about time-steps between 20 and 65.
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Figure 7: (a) Error bar, and (b) box plot of the prediction error.
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Furthermore, t-test was also applied to the network residual error and it was found that the mean
value of the residual error is statistically similar to zero at the 1% significance level. In addition, to
analyse how much deviation between the model-predicted outputs and the actual relative humidity
sensor readings occurred, confidence interval of the mean of the residual error is also computed at the
same significance level and was between [−0.24, 0.17]. Further analyses were also carried out in order
to understand deeply the behaviour of the neural network model on the farm data in the course of
the predicted year. Figure 7 shows the error bar and box plot of the prediction errors associated with
each month of the predicted year. It is clearly seen that the acquired network model showed varied
performances in comparison between the months of the corresponding year. These uncertainties were
shown with the standard deviations of the prediction errors of each month as given in Figure 7a.
Especially, the month 7 and 9 (i.e. July and September) are the highest deviation occurred from
their corresponding mean error with approximately 8.8 standard deviation. Similar results can be also
seen in the Figure 7b where the end of the whiskers, in the case of July and September, indicate the
maximum and minimum distances to the median error (median error is the red line in the box) and
these values are the largest in comparison with other months. Surely in month 4, 5 and 6 (April, May
and June) in the Figure 7b have similar maximum and minimum distances to the their corresponding
median error but the number of the outliers that are indicated with plus symbols, are lesser than the
month 7 and 9. As a result, the volume of the outliers increased the standard deviation of the month
7 and 9. In addition, although the month 8 (August) has lower minimum and maximum distances to
its median error, the volume of the outliers are high, so that it has similar standard deviation with
month 4, 5 and 6.
The input data of July and September from the training and testing dataset were examined
statistically whether or not both datasets are from same distribution. Thus, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test was applied to compare the training and testing data of each sensor on the network. The
results showed that; the null hypothesis was rejected for all the sensory inputs data between the
training and testing sets at the 5% significance level in July. Similarly for the September, only the
wind speed ws sensor data from the training and testing sets come from same distribution and the null
hypothesis was rejected for the other sensory data. This was expected results due to the high standard
deviations for the both months. However, we believe that uncertain sensory data is normal between
years due to the fact that global warming. Nevertheless, the acquired TDRBF network generalised
well on the noisy sensory data from the farming area.

Predicting
expected future
relative humidity

Non-linear
Filter

Final predicted
sensory value

Figure 8: Possible extension for the proposed framework of the model of farm.
One way to overcome the problem of the noisy data is that to extend the proposed framework
given in Figure 2 with a non-linear filter [19]. Therefore, after the network predicts the future value
of the corresponding sensors, the raw predicted values pass through the some smoothing processes
by using previously predicted values before the final decision on the predicted sensory values. This
extension is illustrated in Figure 8.

6

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a TDRBF network-based agricultural weather data forecasting model was demonstrated. The steps of the proposed agricultural TDRBF model-based framework was described in
section 3. Due to the high sampling rate from the sensors in the agricultural area, down-sampling process was suggested which was found out in autocorrelation analysis given in Figure 3. Afterwards, the
structure of TDRBF network, training algorithm and the parameter selection approach for the agri-
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cultural problem were described in section 4. The TDRBF network performed very promising results
for the predictions of the expected future weather sensor values. To verify the network performance,
statistical analyses were also carried out in section 5 and the prediction errors between the obtained
network model and the actual sensor readings were found very low at the 1% significance level. In
addition, Figure 6 proved that how robust the network predictions on the unseen noisy weather sensor
data. Consequently, the generalisation capability of the network was the desired outcomes for the
globally changing weather data over the years in the world. For the future work, the study can be
further explored in many direction as follows;
• Comparison of the different type of neural networks for the same scenario;
• Developing a new region-based agricultural weather forecasting framework, so that, for the
different regions, a specific sensors network model will be selected for generating more reliable
future predictions. This is because in the large agricultural environment, it is possible that
weather sensors readings could be different from each other which are located at the different
regions in the same environment.
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